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FLYING TEACHERS
Cambridge English DELTA - Diploma in
English Language Teaching to Adults

MODULES:

DELTA Module I (Teaching Methodology)
Sessions on Saturdays
Preparation for the December 2020 written exam
Course dates and time: See application document below
CHF 1'890,00
DELTA Module III (Business English)
Sessions on Saturdays
Preparation for the 4’000- 4’500 written assignment to be submitted to
Cambridge English in December 2020
Course dates and time: See application document below
CHF 1'890,00

WHERE:

Flying Teachers Training Centre Zurich

FOR WHOM:

The modules are for practising teachers. Length of practice is not as
important as the quality of the teacher’s previous experience and whether
they can demonstrate that they are now ready to progress to a higher level
qualification.

WITH WHOM:

Accredited University of Cambridge English trainers

QUESTIONS?

Please contact us at teachertraining@flyingteachers.com and we will be glad
to answer your questions.

WHY FT?

Flying Teachers has been organizing DELTA courses since 2006 and we have
an excellent Pass rate. The success rate in June 2018 was 100%.

Flying Teachers reserves the right to change course arrangements and fees if necessary.
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Cambridge ESOL D E L T A Course
Application form (Modules I and III) –
Second Semester 2020
SURNAME Mr/Mrs/Ms
FIRST NAME(S)
DATE OF BIRTH
PLACE OF BIRTH
FIRST LANGUAGE
MAILING ADDRESS

TELEPHONE
EMAIL
PRESENT OCCUPATION
ELT QUALIFICATIONS AND
DATES

Please attach a copy of your CV should you be interested in working for Flying Teachers after the end of the
course.

Please indicate which module you would like to register for:
Preparation for the December 2020 written exam
( ) DELTA Module I (Teaching Methodology)- Preparation for the December 2019 written
exam.
Sessions on Saturdays
Course dates and time:
22 and 29 August, 12 and 19 September, 24 and 31 October, 7, 14 and 21 November 2020
(From 10:00 to 15:00)
CHF 1'890,00
( ) DELTA Module III (Business English)
Sessions on Saturdays- Written assignment to be submitted to Cambridge ESOL in December
2019.
Course dates and time:
22 and 29 August, 12 and 19 September, 24 and 31 October, 7, 14 and 21 November 2020
(From 10:00 to 15:00)
Course fee: CHF 1'890,00
Signature: ………………………………………………………………………………….
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Do your Cambridge ESOL DELTA Modules at Flying Teachers. The
comments below, made by people who have done the course with us,
highlight the quality of our training :
« A must for any serious EFL teacher! Great insight, great depth and a great teacher guiding you !“
Nuria Smyth, from Delemont
„I would recommend this course to anyone who is taking the Delta Module 1 exam.It definitely helped me
organize and prepare myself for the exam. The teacher taught us many different strategies and provided
us with excellent material.“
Erika Fauchere, from Lausanne
" The step- by- step, clear, organized material and the effective, skilled guidance provided by Cris Vieira
made the preparation for this challenging examination , not only manageable but also highly interesting
and enjoyable. In the classroom, this course has broadened my understanding of teaching methods,
models and materials and, consequently,helped me become a much more confident, dynamic and
reflective teacher."
Neera Malick, from Zurich
The Flying Teachers Delta Module I preparation course was a huge part of my success on the exam. But I
didn’t just learn what I needed for the test, I also acquired valuable methods and skills that have notably
improved my teaching. The guidance and training I received was well worth every penny!
David Kaufher, from Bern
First of all I would like to emphasize that I did the DELTA Modules I and III at Flying Teachers because Cris
Vieira Oberholzer was the trainer (I first met Cris in 2007 when I did the Bridge from CELTA to SVEB I
course). She is very organised, efficient, professional and extremely competent. Her support and quality of
input are excellent. I am looking forward to doing the DELTA Module II with Cris.
Lale Sale, from Zurich
I'm thankful that I have chosen Flying Teachers to do my Delta course. Cris,our tutor, is an absolute expert
in her field and I felt really supported throughout the entire course.
The lessons were very well organised and Cris was always ready to offer her help and constructive
criticism. I'm definitely looking forward to finishing my last Module there as well.
Indra Mueller, from Winterthur
"I studied (and passed) Delta Module I with Flying Teachers - the whole experience was brilliant. We had a
very knowledgeable teacher who really understood the course and who led interesting and thoughtprovoking lessons. Coming into this course without CELTA, I was particularly please with the additional
help and support I needed to get me through it. I've now got regular work teaching English - thanks to Cris
and Flying Teachers for helping me!"
Jack Roberts, from Zurich
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The Delta Modules- Frequently asked questions
How much experience do teachers need to take the Delta modules?
The modules are for practising teachers. Length of practice is not so important as the quality of the
teacher’s previous experience and whether they can demonstrate that they are now ready to progress to
a higher level qualification. Following is the guidance given regarding target candidature.
What is the focus of each of the three modules?
•

Module One focuses on the background to teaching and learning.

•

Module Two involves Teaching Practice.

•

Module Three focuses on assessment and course planning in the context of a specialist option
(e.g. YL, ESOL, ESP, 1-1).

Do candidates have to take all three modules?
No. Candidates may choose to enter a single module or any combination of modules. Each module is
separately certificated: this allows candidates to receive credit for each module successfully completed.
Can the modules be taken in any order?
Candidates may choose to take the modules in any order if this is appropriate to their needs and context.
Do candidates have to complete all three modules within a specific time?
No. Candidates can complete modules when and as often as they wish and there is no time limit for
completion of all three modules.
If each module assumes the 'knowledge and competence' gained from the previous one, how can
modules be taken in any order?
The Delta modules are for practising teachers. The profiles and needs of candidates vary. Many will have
existing qualifications. The modular structure is designed to allow flexible and appropriate development
for individual teachers.
Why has the option of a specialist focus been introduced?
This reflects employers’ growing needs for teachers skilled in teaching in specific contexts, e.g. Business
English, EAP, ESP, 1-1, ESOL, YL.
Do Module Three candidates need to have previous experience of their specialist option?
Previous experience is not necessary. While many candidates already have some experience in their
chosen specialism, some candidates may want to extend their professional expertise by developing a
specialism in which they have little previous experience. The specialism should be relevant to their
current or intended teaching context and the centre at which they are enrolled must be able to supervise
it.
How is each module assessed?
Module One is assessed via a written examination.
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Module Three is assessed via an extended written assignment.
How many times is the Module I written examination offered?
It is offered twice a year: in June and December.
Do candidates receive an overall Delta certificate?
Candidates receive a separate certificate for each module completed. The information provided on the
back of each certificate will outline the aims and content of the module. Candidates who successfully
complete all the modules can request an overall certificate.
Do the Delta Modules have the same recognised status?
Yes. Delta is widely recognized and valued and Cambridge ESOL is working with stakeholders to
capitalise on the advantages offered by the revised modular syllabus. The modules offer greater
transparency and flexibility as each module will be worth 20 credits (200 learning hours), allowing
candidates, universities and other users to see more easily how the modules fit into other qualifications.
Cambridge ESOL is actively pursuing the extension of recognition for all three Delta modules.
Who can deliver the Delta Modules?
Approved Cambridge ESOL examination centres and/or teaching award centres can enter candidates for
Modules One and Three. Centres may offer face-to-face, online or blended learning preparation courses
for Modules One and Three but these courses do not need to be approved by Cambridge ESOL.
Only approved teaching award centres can deliver Module Two courses or integrated modular courses
which include Module Two.
Taken from ESOLTeachingAwards@CambridgeESOL.org
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